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ABSTRACT :

This work is related with authentification or recognition of
human faces from their range images. The a roach consists in
comparing a part of the profile or of the su ace of two faces.
For this aim, the profile plane of each face considered as a
quasi- etry plane is extracted with an iterative process
which involves the similarity of the Gaussian curvature values
of the face surface. Thenanoptimal matching ofthe two profiles
is done which allows the calculus ofsimilarity indices ofprofiles
or of surfaces. Tests for robustness and the authentification or
recognition results show the efficiency of the whole procedure.
KEY WORDS :

3D Vision, Ran e Images, Human Faces, Face Profile,
Authentification, ecognition, Principal and Gaussian Cur-ea»
tures, Symmetry Plane.

1 INTRODUCTION.

Face identification is a natural ability for human bein . It
issuchs need insocialiife that evolution has selected indivi uals

able to recognize faces even long after the first look. In fact
recent experiments in Neurobiolo have proved there exists a
specific cortex area in the human rain to perform this task
[TI-[P-88].

Automatic recognition by computer of human faces is a
recent claim resultin of the growing urbanization ofthe human
environment and o securities enforcement. Recognition can
be distinguished from authentification since in the first case,

the roblern is to find a person in a (posslbly) largepopulation
an in the second the question is rather tojudge ifa given person
is the one he pretends to be. However, the real nature of the
two problems is not so different because in each case compa-

risoctitslmust takeplace between a face to identify and a registeredmo e .

The investigation can be done from two kinds of data :
brightness or range images. Theoretically, these two classes bear
the same information as radiance is functionally related to
surface geometry. However, if finding radiance from geometry
assuming (for exam Ie) a Lambertian model is rather simple,
the converse is an H -posed Hardy problem which has not been
solved it: the general case yet. It is then pertinent to say that
range images are today the most convenient infonnation to
expect good results in automatic face recognition.

This aper resents works which follow studies reported in
[CAR-8 and P-88]. The precedent approach was partially
invalidated when dealingwith new range images obtained from
a range finder develo ed in the French "Institut*Geographique
National" [Tl-10-88]. ts field ofview is such that it is not always
possible to obtain a closed concave domain surrounding the

CH281 3-4zs91ooooro194.r$o1 .00 .'1'9.as IEEE I94

eyes and the nose. The corn utation ofthis domainwas the base
of the determination of t e profile plane (considered as a
quasi-symmetry plane of the face). Figure 1 presents transition
lines between concave and convex parts of a face range image.
It is clear that there is no hope to get a closed concave domain
in the center part of the image.

Figure 1: Transition lines between
convert et concave domains of Johnl face.

Thus an other approach for the determination of the profile
plane was necessary. It appeared to be more reliable than the
precedent one as shown in the next section.

2 EXTRACTING THE FACE SYMMETRY
PLANE.

2.1 General principle.

It comes from the following simple idea: the profile plane
of a face which is a quasi~syn1metry one segments the face
surface in two parts that are approximately equal after
application of an isometry. In particular, its 3-D image is
divided in two parts sharing the same principal curvatures
values. Conversely, if these two sets can be constituted, the
symmetry plane computation is almost trivial.
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Let us su ose we are given an initial symn-let lane,
even roughly ggtennined, considered as theprofile prllultje (we
shall discuss of its determination in the next section). It is
then possible to intersect the surface by a set ofparallel plane
sections, normal to this initial plane and to the XOY plane
(plane normal to the camera optical axis 02.).

The problem is now to analyze each of the cuts to extract
pairs ofpoints (each in one ofthe two half aces determined
by the initial symmetry plane) for which t e distribution of '
the Gaussian curvature values in a neighbourhc-od'of this
points is nearly the same. From the set of these pairs a new
symmetry plane is obtained.

Iterating this analysis from thislastplaneuntil satisfaction

of a stopping criteria (involving stability of the successivevalues o the plane parameters) leads to the final plane.

2.2 Computing the symmetry plane.

2.2.1 First determination

A good choice of the initial lane can reduce notably
the number of iterations needed or the convergence ofthe
detemtination process.

It is supposed that when the image image is acquired,
the head is in a normal "position" in front of the range
finder, i.e. the head is nearly vertical, the profile plane is
near arallel to the optical axis, and their distance is not
too Two choices for the initial plane have been tested:
i) The plane normal to XOY and X02 which goes

through a point considered as the nose tip,

ii) theplane normal to XOYgoing through the same point
and a point called nasion.

Nose tip and nasion are detennined in the following way:

- The elliptical or umbilical convex point with maximal
Z-coordinate can be taken as a good approximation of
the nose tip.
As the image edges are noisy the search is restricted to
a central area of the image face.

- Above the nose tip the be center of a convex
hyperbolic area is looked for. is barycenter must
satisfy the two following conditions:

1) to be at a minimal fixed distance from the nose
tip.

2) after projections on the XOY plane, the straight

line joining these two points must be parallel to theaverage 0 the minimal curvature direction on the
convex domain above the nose tip and under this
point.

In the second case the convergence of the process ismuch faster. However as the deterrnination of the nasion

ismore or less face dependent and can fail, the initial plane
is chosen according to the following strategy:

0 find the nose tip, which is ever possible,

0 look for a nasion, if success then take choose ii)
else choose i) (as defined before) and increase the
maximal number of iterations allowed in the next

step. -

Figure 2: Convert domain and initial symmetry planetrace

for Billl (left) and John2 (right) faces.

The trace on the plan XOY of the initial lane so -
chosen is shown in Figure 2 which gives also the abellin
of the convex points of the face ima es Biill and Jo]

accordingto the geometrical nature 0 the the face surfacededuced mm the principal curvatures.

2.2.2 Iteration details.

For each cut C.. a syrrunctrical point M,-,- of each
point M ., situated at the left of the symmetry plane is
looked for. For this, at the right of the symmetry plane, the
points of C. and of the neighbouring cuts
(C.-;...C.-.._ . C..;...C....r)areinvestigated, N .. being
the maximal number of neighbouring cuts to analyze.

Final Profile Plane

-.__
' , Ml Search Area

M2 Search Area

Figure 3: Adaptation of N 4 in profile plane evaluation.

N . must be adapted to the position ofthe current point
with res ect to the rofile lane. Figure 3 shows the traces

in the-X Yplane o neigh ouring cut planes, of the profile
plane at the Nth iteration and of the final rofile plane
obtained after convergence of the process. 0 detect the
symmetrical point M '1 (reap M '2) of point M1 (tesp
M 2 ), we have to examine five adjacent cuts for M . and

only two for M 2 , because M . is further from the profile
plane than M 2 . The size of the research area for points
far from the profile plane has to be greater than for points
situated hi the neighbourhood of the symmetry plane to
keep the same rotation possibilities.
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For each pair (M U . M ,-,-). a matching coefficient
¢,_.(£ ’ . j ' } is calculated from the Gaussian curvatures of

points taken in a (3x(2-T.,+ 1)) neighbourhood
around Mn and ma neighbourhood of same size but
symmetrical around M .-,- . Tu being a neighbourhood
parameter (of value 3 in all our experiments).

Wenote I/., (resp. I/.-1-Nhevectorsvhosedirnension
is (3x(2 - Tim 1)) , and whose coordinates are the
Gaussian curvature values in the {3X(2- Tm-' 1))

neighborhood around Mu (resp. M.-,.-). The similarity
coef_ficient'wh.ich measure the quality of the matching of
Mn and Mr‘}' is thengivenby:

“/I.I'"Vl'J’|2‘V 1/ ,V,.. = 1 j—»--
" *1 *’ 2(K+1)lVuI|V.»rI

= ‘1’.,( 1' . J ')

where K is an adjustment coefficient [CAR-89].

- Matching validation

The matching between Mn and M ,-,- isconsidered
valid if:

<l*,,(€', 1') > Threshold

Moreover, if during the search for the symmetrical
of a given point M ,, we get:

<l=.,(t" .j’) > Threshold

-i=,,(t'" , J”) > Threshold

which means that M r ,- and M ;- 1- can be matched

with the same point M ,, ,we keep the pair associated
with the maximal matching coefficient.

- Determination of the symmetry plane

Let N , be the number of cuts leading to at least
a pair of matched points. We shall denoteby .Tt,_ the

number of pairs given by the cut C .. We compute
thebarycenter G. ofthepairs (M.,. M.-_..) withthe

matching coefficients used as weights, on the cut C . .
using the following relation:

To find the remaining plane ‘parameter, the
baryoenter B. of the previously computed bary-
centers 0. weightedby the number of pairs 13., of
each cut, is calculated: -

The symmetry plane is now completely determi-
ned by its normal N 1-... and one of its points, B.

2.3 Results.

The results for two pairs of images are presented here.
Each pair corresponds to two different»-iews of the same face.

Figures 4 a, b, c et d present the 3D images (restored and
_ fltered) of these faces. on each one the calculated profile

plane trace is drawn. The profiles extracted from John1,Bi111
and Biiiz faces are shown in Figure 5.

The evolution of profile curves of face John2 along the
steps of the process are shown on Figure 6.

Figure 4 a: Billl face. Figure 4 b: Bill2 face.

Figure 4 c: Johnl face. Figure 4 d: John2 face.
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